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MINER HOSTING IN SWEDEN 
 

 

TERMS SHEET 
 

Our hosting service and pricing structure is simple and straightforward. To sum up 

how our hosting service work I will explain it down here in steps: 
 

1. We sign a contract electronically together 
2. You send or bring your machines personally to our office in Sweden 

3. We will transport your machines to our datacenter in Sweden and set them up 
behind our infrastructure. We do not charge any setup fee 
4. Once the setup is done you can reach your machines via VPN from any computer. 

You will get a Cisco Anyconnect VPN client – free of charge 
5. We will estimate your expected monthly consumption. This is what you will be 

billed every month. We bill 1 month ahead of time. You will be billed €0.14 kwh VAT 
excluded. 
6. Once every 3 months we gather data from the energy meters that are behind your 

machines to see the exact consumption of your machines. If you’ve consumed more 
than the estimated you will be billed extra. If you’ve consumed less than estimated 

we will refund you. We will of course always try and adjust the expected 
consumption to be as close to the real consumption as possible. 

 
- No setup fees 
- No deposits 

- There are no minimum number of machines you need to send 
- There is no minimum contract length 

- You are eligible to turn off your machines at any time. Since we charge for exact 
consumption this will reflect on the energy meters which means you will get refunds 

after energy inventory 
 
Please note that the monthly price stated is VAT Excluded. If you do not have a VAT 

ID I highly advise you to acquire this so that we can charge without VAT. If not VAT 
ID is provided we are forced by law to add Swedish VAT is which is 25% 

 


